Let X(t, a) be standard Brownian motion, and denote by fy" the family of all partitions of [0, 1 ] with minimum distance between successive partition points èl/n. Then
Theorem.
[log log « "I lim sup sup-var(X, P) ^ K = 1 »-« f£ï!a log2« J for an appropriate constant K.
Remarks. The method of proof of our theorem parallels that of [2] , with the improvement following from the sorting of the intervals Mi according to their size. An immediate improvement of the result in [2] can be realized by using the Schwarz inequality to replace the ra2 by n in Lemma 4, allowing \/n to replace l/«2 in the theorem of [2 ] . It would be interesting to learn how good our estimate is, perhaps by developing a good lower asymptotic estimate. This seems to be a difficult problem.
Proof. Ct = <A/<:-p-r < au ^ --X ,
where \f/(n) = [log/(log log «)] + l. Then
The 2 in the denominators above are for convenience of estimations later on. Now, setting <<£>(«)= log2 «/(log log »),
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The symbol Zc* means the sum over all those indices i with Aí¡GG. Consider the inside sum ^Cl of (1). Break [0, l] into equal subintervals of the form
No more than log w + 1 points of the form p¡ lie in any A/,-of C* for & = 2, 3, • • • ,ip(n), and less than 2 log « points of the form p™ lie in any Ai,-of C\. Fix k and suppose for some Ai,-in C* that ti-i^pf <p\%!< ■ ■ ■ <p¡?+mi^ti. Then, with n>ee, so that 2Iogw> log w + 1,
since by the Schwarz inequality, (or-fli)2^rZ2 (a,--a<-i)' for any r real numbers ci, a2, • • • , ar. We sum the left-hand side of (2) over all Ati in Ck. On the right-hand side we replace the existing ¿¿'s by a point t in the same interval [pflu pf\ so as to maximize {X{pf)) -X(t))2+(X(t) -XCp^J)2; and we insert such a point t into all those intervals with no /< in them. Then we sum the right-hand side over all the points pf and /, and we get
The last expression is independent of the partition P we started with. The class C* could have been empty to start with, but the inequality holds nevertheless. Now we have, from (1) and (3),
where Ki is a constant with K<p(n)ip~1(n)>Ki log w. Since n>ee we can take K\ = K/2. Then, by (4), (5) and (8),
where 32i£2=-K. If we could show that the last expression in (9) is the wth term of a convergent series, then by the convergence part of the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, the event [suppe$2" var(X, P)>K(p(n)] would occur only finitely often with probability one, and our theorem would be proven.
We estimate the integral in (9) by repeatedly integrating by parts. For fixed k, and setting m = [log* w] for notational convenience, we get for large m, i.e. for large n. We take K2 large enough so that 2 log 2 -i^2 + l+log K2<-1, and n0>ee and large enough so that the estimates (10) hold for ra>«o-Then 
